All About NASA
Read on to learn about NASA!

Q: What does N.A.S.A. stand for?
A: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Q: When was NASA established and why?
A: The National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 created NASA. Its birth
date is October 1, 1958. NASA’s creation was in direct relation to national
defense; to protect America from threats.
Q: What is NASA responsible for?
A: It develops scientific and technological advancements in human spaceflight aeronautics, space science, and space applications.
Q: What was NASA’s first Project?
A: It’s first high profile project was named Mercury; it was an effort to
learn if humans could survive in space.
Q: Who was the first-person NASA sent into Space?

A: Alan B. Shepard Jr. became the first American to fly into Space; he rode
the Mercury capsule on a 15-minute suborbital mission.
Q: What was the purpose of the Apollo 11 Mission?
A: This was the famous Moon Landing mission that occurred in July 1969.
After that first successful mission NASA completed 5 more successful
moon landing missions through 1972.
Q: How long did it take NASA to make Apollo 11 Mission a reality?
A: It took 11 years and cost $25.4 billion dollars over the life of the program to make it successful.

All About NASA Continued...
Q: Who were the two astronauts who landed on the Moon during the
Apollo 11 Mission?
A: Neil A. Armstrong and Edwin E. “Buzz” Aldrin, Jr.
Q: Once Armstrong and Aldrin were on the Moon what did they do?
A: They took soil samples and photographs of the moon & space. They
took these samples & photos for NASA’s scientists to study.

Q: What was the Space Shuttle that NASA created?
A: NASA created the Space Shuttle in 1981. This was a rocket-launched
spacecraft that would take satellites and astronauts into space. It
would release the satellites into space to orbit the Earth and collect
information.
Q: Who was the first woman in space?
A: Sally K. Ride became the first American woman to fly in Space when
the Space Shuttle #7 lifted off in June 18, 1983.
Q: What is the International Space Station?
A: In 1993 NASA, Russia, and other international partners began to
build a joint facility located in space. This facility would be a place
where people from across the world could work and study Space together.
Q: What is NASA’s overall goal?

A: To invent a way for humans to have an extended stay, or perhaps
permanent stay, on the Moon or Mars; to colonize outer space!

Information from: history.nasa.gov/factsheet.htm
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Space Lander Mission
Materials
Index Card
Cup
Straws
Rubber band
Mini Marshmallows (Astronauts)
Tape
Your Design Challenge: You and your partner are Astronauts and are trying to land on Mars! You thought your
space shuttle was equipped with the right tools to land on the surface, but they were blasted off when entering the planet’s atmosphere! Your Mission: Design and build a shock-absorbing lander to protect yourselves
during impact. Only the supplies available on the spacecraft can be used, (materials provided).
Your Goal: Engineer (build) a lander than can keep the two astronauts (marshmallows) inside a cup when
dropped.
Prior to designing your lander, check out this 5-minute video from the NASA Jet Propulsion Lab about getting
the Curiosity Mars Rover safely deposited on the planet’s surface.
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ki_Af_o9Q9s&feature=emb_title
After watching the video get to work designing your lander!
After designing your lander test it out! Measure the distance from which you drop your lander from and see
how high you can drop it before your astronauts fall out!

Pic from: vivifystem.com/blog/2015/1/14/touchdown-lander

*Take a video of your lander “landing” on the surface of Mars, or a picture of the lander and post it to our
Facebook page, OCMuseum*

Drawing “Astronaut You” in Space!
Materials
Big Sheet of Paper
Pencils
Crayons/Markers/Colored Pencils
Instructions from: deepspacesparkle.com

Questions to consider: Are you an astronaut floating out in space with space behind and around you? OR are you
working on the international space shuttle that’s floating in the background? Don’t forget to add in color using
crayons/markers/colored pencils.

*Take a pic of “Astronaut You” and post it to our Facebook Page, OCMuseum!*

ART TECHNIQUE USED: FORESHORTENING
In Art there are different ‘Concept Lines’ method. The “Astronaut You” craft would be classified as using
the technique, Foreshortening. This is a technique used in perspective to create the illusion of an object
going back strongly into the distance. For our purposes, going back into SPACE!
Foreshortening is about creating something that’s almost like an illusion. When viewing a piece of Foreshortening artwork there is some distortion of the picture. This is usually seen by the eye when an object
or figure is viewed at a distance or at an unusual angle.
For example, in the “astronaut you” drawing your shoes and hands are going to appear bigger than the
other images located in the background. The viewer is supposed to imagine themselves below you as you
float out into space.
Here are some examples of Foreshortening.
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